
Addendum: Granular Broadband Mapping
Executive Summary

The current Federal Communications Commission (FCC) method for determining broadband
deployment relies on inaccurate methods which overstate broadband deployment across the
nation. In 2020, the Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological Availability (DATA)
Act became federal law and implemented new requirements for the FCC to obtain more
detailed, granular level broadband service availability data. While the FCC has not yet met
these requirements, states are pursuing different types of granular broadband availability
mapping efforts of their own.

Highlights

● The FCC is taking steps to meet broadband mapping requirements set forth in the
federal Broadband DATA Act. It has established how it will collect more detailed
location specific broadband availability data from broadband service providers and
started to create a database of broadband serviceable locations in the United States.

● West Virginia, as one example, provides an “address level” map which differentiates
address locations with internet speeds above and below the FCC broadband benchmark.

● As another example, Kansas has developed a “street level” broadband availability map,
indicating coverage at the street level.

Limitations

● Because efforts to implement granular level broadband availability maps are fairly
recent, there is a lack of research on the effect of granular level mapping on broadband
deployment compared to maps with lower spatial resolution.

● It is not always clear how accurate state-level broadband deployment maps are. West
Virginia does not guarantee that it comprehensively accounts for all broadband
serviceable locations, and Kansas’s map has not been recently validated.

Research Background

The Broadband DATA Act and the FCC

In March 2020, the Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological Availability (DATA)
Act was passed. It requires the FCC to collect and distribute granular broadband service
availability data from wired, fixed-wireless, satellite, and mobile broadband providers. As part
of this effort, the FCC is required to establish a dataset of geographic broadband service
locations, known as a location fabric. The fabric will be used as the base onto which broadband
availability maps are overlaid. The act also requires the FCC to perform regular audits of
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submitted broadband deployment information and to create a challenge process to dispute the
accuracy of FCC broadband maps.

The FCC has started taking steps towards addressing these requirements of federal law.1 The
FCC has established rules on how it will collect location specific data from broadband
providers.2 They have also issued a request for proposals from data companies to produce a
location fabric. A contract was awarded to CostQuest Associates, a broadband consulting firm,
on November 9, 2021.3 Since then, a competing bidder has filed a complaint with the
Government Accountability Office (GAO), which gave the GAO 100 days to come to a decision
on the complaint, causing delays.

West Virginia’s Broadband Availability Map

For two of West Virginia’s broadband expansion grant programs, the GigReady Incentive
Program and the Line Extension Advancement and Development Program, the state’s
Department of Economic Development (DED) provides a “Target Areas” map. This is an
address level map that identifies addresses that are targets for expanding broadband
availability. An address is classified as a “target” for broadband expansion if it is estimated to
not meet a minimum 25 Mbps download speed and 3 Mbps upload speed, the current FCC
benchmark speeds for broadband.

Addresses used for the target areas map were collected using data from West Virginia’s
Statewide Address and Mapping System with cooperation from the Division of Homeland
Security, the county Addressing Coordinators of West Virginia, and the West Virginia GIS
Technical Center. Source data was provided by each county, although the state does not
guarantee that all addresses are included in the map.

In order to determine broadband availability at addresses on the map, the DED started with the
most recently available FCC data, and areas that were awarded state and federal terrestrial
broadband expansion projects.4 The DED then sought comments from internet service providers
(ISPs) and the public, and asked ISPs to provide documentation for their claims. Claims that
could not be verified in some way were not accepted. The DED also compared information from
the ISPs with speed test and survey information collected by the West Virginia Broadband
Enhancement Council and counties. After approximately two months, they received input from
15 ISPs, including all of the largest ISPs in the state, and two counties. From this data, the
Department prepared the Target Area Address Map.

In order to keep the map up to date, the Department seeks updates from ISPs at regular
intervals and welcomes input from communities and other constituents.4 They also provide a
number for citizens to call in order to address errors in the map.

Beyond the target areas map, West Virginia also provides two other broadband availability
maps: One based on Microsoft usage data and another crowd sourced from internet speed tests.

Kansas’s Broadband Availability Map
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In 2019, Kansas developed a street level broadband availability map in collaboration with the
non-profit Connected Nation.5 This map was created via a data collection process in
collaboration with the state’s broadband providers. Of the 88 broadband providers in Kansas at
the time, 72 participated and provided location-level data.6 Ten providers refused to participate
and six were non-responsive. The initial map was provided on December 31, 2018. The
Governor’s office then requested input from the public and network engineers from Connected
Nation validated the data across the state.7 A final map was published on July 31, 2019, but it is
not clear how accurate or comprehensive this map is, or if more data is needed.6

The Impacts of Granular Level Broadband Maps

Because address and street-level maps have only been adopted relatively recently, there
currently is not empirical research linking granular maps to better broadband outcomes. Several
programs such as the FCC’s Connect America Fund and Rural Digital Opportunity Fund, and
the USDA’s ReConnect program, rely on geographic information about the current level of
broadband deployment for targeting their funds to areas that need them most.1 The Missouri
Broadband Grant Program is similarly targeted towards unserved and underserved areas.
Inaccurate broadband deployment maps may lead to unintentional misallocation of funds.
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